
 
Year 2 Home learning during school closure 

20th May 2020 
 

Good morning to all of Class 2! 

Wednesday, here we go. 

Halfway through another week and I’m hope you’re working just as hard 

as always. The work I’ve received so far this week is incredible and it’s 

only been two days! In particular, the pieces of art sent through in 

various forms is just phenomenal and it’s so lovely to see your smiling 

faces alongside them.  

I’m sure that you’ve been smiling all week, especially when you’re 

working with your new teachers. I’m sure they are smiling and happy 

too……ahem. 

Moving on swiftly, Oscar’s assembly time. Today, we have: “Who is your 

favourite female hero in a film?” 

Carrying on with my Disney Pixar film them from the other day, I would 

have to say characters like: Elastigirl from The Incredibles, Bo Peep 

from Toy Story 4 and Dory from Finding Nemo/Dory. Now, they might 

seem some odd choices as they’re all cartoons (and one of them is a 

fish), but as long as they show qualities that make them heroic in some 

form then I think that’s important. 

The term “hero” is being thrown about quite a lot recently and not always 

for the best reasons either. It might be interesting to discuss in your 

home what makes someone a hero. Who are you heroes?  

I hope you enjoy the new tasks and challenges for this week and have 

time to enjoy the sunshine (hopefully) that has been forecast! 

As always, just do what you can and try your best and I will be a happy 

man. Any problems or questions that you may have please feel free to 

get in contact with me in the range of ways available. 

Enjoy, stay safe and have fun! 

Mr Still  
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Essentials: 

 Please:  

• Read for a minimum of 15 minutes daily. PARENTS: Question 

your child’s understanding of both the story and all of the 

vocabulary – support your child to research definitions if needed. 

 

• Watch Newsround and discuss with someone in your house. 

 

• Complete fifteen minutes of cursive handwriting using the weekly 

spellings. Follow our usual pattern of practising the spelling and 

then creating a sentence using that spelling correctly. 

 

• Complete some daily physical activity (Joe Wicks workouts on 

YouTube, yoga on cosmickids.com, guided dance or exercises on 

gonoodle.com, skipping in the garden, throwing and catching 

etc.) 

 

• Touch Typing practice on 

https://www.typingclub.com/sportal/program-3.game There is an 

initial test you can complete on the right hand side to suggest 

which “level” to start on – or you can start from activity 1. I would 

aim for 10/15 minutes worth of practice. 
 

 Words ending in – tion 
 

action, fiction, potion, option, motion,  
 

nation, station, lotion, addition, fraction 
 

https://www.typingclub.com/sportal/program-3.game
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English 
 
Today, we are going to continue with the Oak National Academy for 
our English lessons. Miss Emms will be guiding us through the next 
part of The Firework Maker’s Daughter, and we will be working with 
Miss Emms to identify and use fronted adverbials. Fronted adverbials 
are amazing for all sorts of writing and it is a writing skill you will need 
to use in the future for school but also when you’re an adult too.  
 
Today is Wednesday’s lesson of Week 5 continuing on the story from 
last week. So, you will need to follow this link:  
 

https://www.thenational.academy/year-2/english/to-identify-and-use-
fronted-adverbials-year-2-wk5-3 
 
If you have any problems finding the right lesson, then please contact 
me either via e-mail or on the Parents Facebook page.  
 
Once again, the spelling section of the lesson is entirely up to you. If 
you want to focus on just my spellings that is absolutely fine, move the 
video forward to the main part of the lesson. If you want to challenge 
yourself then have a look at Miss Emms’ spellings too. 
 
Hope that all makes sense, as I said before any problems then please 
just let me know. Keep working hard Year 2, I’m so impressed! 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.thenational.academy/year-2/english/to-identify-and-use-fronted-adverbials-year-2-wk5-3
https://www.thenational.academy/year-2/english/to-identify-and-use-fronted-adverbials-year-2-wk5-3
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Maths 

 

Starter Task: Maths Whizz 

Hopefully, you completed your assessment last week. If not, then work 

on your assessment for about 15 minutes or so. 

If you did complete your assessment, then please play the Maths Whizz 

games for 15 minutes and (if it’s ok with Mum or Dad) as a reward you 

can send some time with your avatar and spend any coins that you may 

have earned! 

If you fancy a change then I suggest spending some time on Hit The 

Button practising number bonds and times tables of 2s, 5s and 10s.  

Main Task: 

We are continuing with our White Rose Learning for maths this week, 
however there has been an update to the website so please read 
carefully! The lessons are still available here: 
https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/year-2/ 
 
Today is Week 5, Lesson 3.  
 
We are continuing with multiplication; I’m hoping yesterday seemed 
familiar with the use of arrays, they will help you to organise any notes 
you need to make today. You’re recapping the 2 times table. 
 
Pause the video when instructed to complete the challenges and then 
complete either the White Rose attached documents or follow the link to 
BBC Bitesize and complete one of the activities there. 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/dailylessons 
 
Last week, a few people had access issues with the screenshots I had 
attached of the worksheets. So, I have asked Mrs White to include them 
as a separate document on the school website. Hopefully this will be 
easier for you to access, download and print if needed. Let me know if 
there are any issues. 
 

https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/year-2/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/dailylessons
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Just as a reminder from last week’s update. By the end of each lesson 
you will have completed: 

- 15 mins (roughly) on a starter activity. 
- Watched the video from White Rose and paused along the way to 

answer the questions. 
- One additional task of your choice, either the accompanying White 

Rose activity (available to download next to daily work document) 
or a linked activity from BBC Bitesize. 

- If you want to, you may complete all of the activities to extend 

your knowledge further.  

I really hope you enjoy this new style of learning and, as always, 

complete whatever is suitable and achievable in your household and 

your circumstances. Have fun! 

Curriculum Challenges: 

Available on Home Learning page with Daily Work. New topic for 

this week! 

Enjoy your day everyone. As always, if you need any help or support just 

let me know. 

Have fun and stay safe!  

Mr. Still  

 

P.S: Yes, Oscar does have a massive head much 

 like his father, who had to buy the XL hat size this 

 week! However, the angle isn’t doing him any  

 favours here! 


